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DE-ENTRAINMENT ON VERTICAL
ELEMENTS IN AIR DROPLET

CROSS FLOW

by

John C. Dallman and Walter L. Kirchner

ABSTRACT

Ek-ent:ainrnent phenomena on vertical elements in air-water droplet cross flow
are generated using a horizontal array of water spray nozzles and a
draft-induced wind tunnel. These conditions are used to obtain experimental
values of the de-entrainmnt efficiency of isolated elements (25.4-, 63.5-,
and 101.6-mm-diam cylinders and a 76.2-mm-square tube), and of an array of
101.6-mn-diam cylinders. A flow mdel is developed that extrapolates the
de-entrainment efficiency of isolated elements through the use of a
correlation f~r the “interference effect” to p~-edict the efficiency of large
arrays of similar elements. This simple model is shown to .ovide a good
prediction of the de-entralnmnt efficiency of arrays in terms of the
cff”ciency of an isolated element.
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site water supply resulted in minor uncontrolled
spray fluctuations. These equipment limitations
resulted in the isolated element de-entrainment
measurements being repeatable within + 10 per cent,
Of the measurements presented, only t~ose in Fig. 3
and the measurements in Fig. 4 with Ueber number
less than 250were obtained using this facility.

The second facility allowed for greatly improved
measurement precision md epettability. Air flow
rates are controlled by an el~ctronically operated
vortex damper system resulting in highly repro-
ducible conditions with major fluctuations (due to
gusty winds) lesS than 5 per cent. Use of d stable
water recirculation system allowed for reproducible
spray conditions within about 1 per cent. Measure-
ments using this facility were easily repeatable
within about a 5-per cent band. Data presented in
Fig. 4, with Weber number greater than 250, and all
that mcsented in Figs. 5, 6, and 7 were obtained
using tl is facilit,Y.-

(
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center of the test area.
The wind tunnel in Fig. 1 “s opera~ed in an in-

duction nmde with air entering a 2.9-mL ent-ante
cone, then passing an array of spray nozzles, on to
an elliptical contraction section, and finally the
test section. After passing through the test sec-
tion, the mixture enters a liquid separator from
which the water is recycled and the air released to
the atmosphere.

Uater droplets are admitted to the air flow by
an array of horizontal spray nozzles located 1.27 m
frorr the start of the test section. These nozzles
were pur:hased from Sprayiny System ~ompany and pro-
vide a spray with a volume median diameter varying
from 2650 urn to 22C!0 “m as the pressure at the
nozzle tip is varied from 69 to 275 kPa. The spray
array was designed such that total coverage of the
test area cross section was obtained even at the
highest flow velocities. However, this ensured that
at lower flow velocities, some of the droplet spray

TRANSITION
/SECTION

\ \ \ ~TO FAN

I’IPtest area for both facilities is Identical
and. in fact,

‘S’n’er;hanqeabie’ ‘histes’areacm!. sist5 of a 0,3?-m cross-sectional flow area
de$lgncd to acccmtnodat~ a wid? variety of shap~s and
corlfigurat ior of simulated uPper Plenum inter-
nals, FI ure 7 Ino!cates the design of th@ test

?5pctlon f oor and celling, It is capahlc of accom-
mndatlng a 17.Uin “lnfinl’e” array of 101,6-Imn
tul~t?5, For thc~ Isolated-?lement MPaSur@MPnt$,
adapters w~re fab~l[ ated for the smaller di&mrt@” or
noncyllnrit i:~l t?~t internals These measurbmwnts
werr p~rforr:od with the isolatfut Plt?wwnt at thr

local Measureme,lt t?chnlques rather than an overall
would strike th~ test !ectlon walls bpfnre rpachlrg
the test elern~nts. This n@cessitat~d the use of
ma$s balance technique,



addition to those already mntioned, the removal of
droplets frcm a gas-droplet flow has Important
applications in the cleaning of industrial gaseous
and particulate effluents, abnormal operating condi-
tions tnvolving boiler tubes, and certain events in
nuclear reactor components during ~typical operating
conditions.

The focus of this study is steam-droplet flow in
om~etries typical of the !pper plenum of a pressur-

d water reactor (PWR) during the course of a
loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). The droplet flow,
generated from the core region during the reflood
stage of the accident, may either de-entrain on the
upper plenum internals or be carried out a hot leg,
where it may vaporize in the steam generator .
Significant water de-entrainmnt in the upper plenum
results in a potential reduction of the steam
binding problem (which Impedes core reflood by
raising the system back pressure). In addition, the
de-entrained wat?r may collect in the upper plenum
and drain into the relatively cooler core channels,
resulting in an increase fn core cnoling.

This paper presents the results of a study of
de-entrainmnt phenormna using simula’.ed reactor
upper plenum internals in air-water droplet cross
flow. Studies of de-entrainment phenomena were
carried out using a horizontal wind tunnel and a
specially designed water spray system. Measurements
Of the air-droplet flow characteristics and the de–
entrainment efficiencies of various shapes and sizes
of isolated simulated internals are presented,

In addition, measurements of the de-entrainmnt
efficiency of a staggered array of 101.6-nxn cylin-
ders are presented for superficial velocities nf 7
and 14 mls, Based on geometric considerations and
an “interference effect” (enhanced de-entrainmnt of
an array element compared to that of an isolated
element), a predictive equation is developed that
relates the isolated de-entrainment efficiencies to
those of an array of cylinders,

MECHANICS OF DE-ENTRAINMENT

Mtich of the early theoretlca~ work related to
droplet or particle separation from a gas stream by
isolated elements W3S concerned ‘with the filtrdtlon
of aerosols (d < 10D). There are three basic mech-
anisms of aerodynamic capture of aerosols: diffu-
sion, particle interception, and inertial impac-
tion. For the water droplet size expected in a PWR
upper plenum during reflood (volume median - ]000
umj(l) only the inertial impaction mchanlsm is of
importance, In thts model of droplet motion, as a
gas stream approaches a body placed normal to the
stream, the flu!d streamlines spread around the
body, The exact streamline configuration depends
upon the body shape, gas veloclty, and fluld prop-
erties of the gas, Orops travellng in the gas
5tream, due to lnertidl effects, tend not to follow
the curvatur~ of the streamlines, but hurtle ~cross
and impact on the obstructing surface,

Brun, et al.,(?) have solved the equat~ons of
motion for Inertial impaction of a water drop trav-
●llng at the free stream ccmdltlons in potential
flOw Pa5t a vertical cylinder. The resulting “S”-
shaped curves indicate a strong dep~ndenfe of
impact (on efficiency on a Stokes number. For Stokes
numbers In the range of this s’udy, ]OGC < Stb.
< 10000, the Impactlnn efflcienci~s are nearly 100
per cent. This Indicates that the dlsturbanct=

generated by the element in the flow strearr will
have little or no effect on the path of the
approaching droplet field (except on the smallest
drops in the droplet field; however, these will
contain only a small fraction of the total mass).
Thus, large droplets on a path of interception with
an element eventually collioe with that element,

High-speed motion pictures (3) (400f3 frames/s)
of 10 m/s air-droplet cross flow striking a 25-MM
cylinder hake indicated at least four very compli-
cated mechanisms reducing de-entrainment efficiency
from that cf the inertial impaction efficiency: 1)
incoming droplet breakup upon impact with a dry sur-
face and subsequent droplet fragment entrainment, 2)
incoming drops striking a thin film with subsequent
crater formation and back splash of satellites and
fragments of the original drop, 3) incoming drops
Impacting a surface at a glancing angle and bouncing
free of the surface, possibly removing a portion of
the film, and 4) hydrodynamic re-entrainment of the
liquid film by the air stream.

Observation of the high-speed movies irldic?ted
that the dominant mechanism appears to be droplet
splashing upon impact with the thin water film.
Although fundamental studies, including both experi-
mental and theoretical investigations, have been
carried out by Macklin and Metaxes, (4) Mondy, (5)
Jayardtne and Mason,6 Harlow and Shannon,(7),
these studies have all been performed using stagnant
liquid layers. To maintain a stable stagnant film,
the film must of necessity be rather deep, in the
range of ? mm. In contrast, recent measurements (3)
of the average film thickness cn a 101,6-nTn zylinder
in air-droplet cross flow have indicated values
ranging from 0.1 to 0.6 rmn. Consequently, appli-
cation of the results of these droplet splashing
studies to de-entrainment phenomena on vertical
elements has been, to date, unsatisfactory.

EXPERIMENTAL FACILiTY

The steam-droplet flows in the upper plenum of d
light-water pressurized reactor have been simulated
using air-droplet flows in a draft induction wind
tunnel, Hater droplets are admitted by sprays
placed in the wind tunnel Carallel to the incoming
air strea,n. This air-droplet mixture IS then
allowed to floh across various size And shape
structures designed to simulate the internal ele-
ments of the reactor upper plenum. Measurements
were made of the mass of droplets impacting per unit
trots-secttonal arti, of the structure, as well as
the total l{quid dra: !ng from the structure. The
main interest being the ratio of these two quan-
tities, the de-entrainment efficiency, at a function
of the pertinent hydrodynamic and geometric vari-
ables, Two different wind tunnel facilities were
used for this study. The bulk of the lsolatecl-
e]empnt de.entrainment measurements was obt~lned
with a facility that is described in detail in Rrf.
3. Some of the isolated-element measuremrllt$ and
all the mult!ple-element rneas(lrements w~re obtdinpd
in the wind tunnel facility shown in Fig, 1, This
wind tunnel design significantly increased thr
ma~lmum air and water flow rates as wQII as
eliminated s~vcral minor dps~gn flaws of thv
original faclllty,

In the original de-erltra
equipment Ilmltat ions, ~il, f
about + 10 per cent. In add

rmnt fat IIlty, duc to
ow reproducll)lllty war.
tIOII, poorly regulat~d

1
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the 101.6 -nm?-diam array.

determined by measuring the volumetric rate of flow
in the draining film and the volumetric rate at
~:hich the droplet flow impacted on the element, l-he
ratio ]f these two masurments represents the de-
entrai~,ment efficiency of the element. (This
technique is documented in greater detail in Ref. 3.)
The large number of cyllnders In the array in-
vestigation made it impractical to measure directly
the drd!n~ng liquid f!lm or the impacting droplet
mass flow rate. For these purposes a large Pitot
rake was fabricated that has a vertical dimension of
19 mm and a horizontal dimension of 446 m, or
appro!lmately 80 per cent, of the test area width.
The Pltot rake was ~entered in tne test section,
allokng 56 mm betweeu the rake edges ‘,ld the test
section walls. This was done to reduce ‘he III-
fluence of any local flow ancnalles near the wrlll~.

The Pitt.t rake was corlncc:rd to a traversing m’ctla-
ntsm that moves the rake frm test dre.1 top Lo

bottom in a continuous manner, Th~ rak,’ was po$i-
tion< vertically at ?5.4-I1n + 1.6-nrn lll!er’:als
wbe~c the droplet mass flow u~s rr~asured, This P!’O-
fi]e was then integrat~dto give the totel dropl~t
rrass flow at the axial locatlon of the na”.urenwnl ,
In addltlon, Lhe Pitot rake can he po$ltlor!pd alonq
the wl~d tunnel akls at tntervals equal to the di\--
tance betweefl rows In the array, but the po~ltlol~ Is
no[ llmltcd to ‘.hese intcvv~ls.

The amcunl of liquid dp-entrained by a ~llven row
is then the d~ffercnc~ betwet?r the integratll mass
pr~flle in frrnl, II! thr r]w of elements and Ihflt
behind the row, ;I,Is n~a~(,re~nt was repeated for

each of the five r,xs, In n similar manner, the

de-entrainment efficiency of the array can be deter-
mined by measuring the droplet mass entering the
array and that exiting from the array. This tech-
nique does not separate such integrated effects as
gravitational settling or droplet field angular
velocity.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Isolated Internal De-Entrainment Rates
A convenient way to characterize the liquid de-

entrainment on objects of differing shape is to
measure the rate of liquid de-entrainment per unit
projected cross-sectional area as a function of the
average droplet mass flux. The ratio of these
quantities is the isolated-element de-entrainment
efficiency, nl. Sample measurements of the
de-entrainment efficiency vs the average droplet
mass flux for several different sizes and shapes of
isolated elements are shown in Fig. 3. Because the
estimated initial droplet velocity is different from
that of the air flow, it is shown as a parameter in
the figure. The data sh(.w only small differences in
efficiency for the 25.4-, 63.5-, or 101.6-Irrncy-
lindrical ttibes at mass flux rates above 2 kg/
M2 S; hoti,ever, the 76.2-rmn square tube aPPears to

oe ;~ightly more efficient than the Cyllnders at
these higher mass flux rates. Hence, there appears
to be only a minor dependence on air velOc fy,
droplet mass flow rate, tube diameter, and droplet
velocity for ~verage liquid mass flux rates between
2 and 15 kg/m s (the highest valur measured in
this study] and air velocities less than 14 m/s.

10E254tnmc~llndrlcoltuba
Oe

0 6t -1

10L-63 ~mmc~l,nd,,collube
00 1

Fig, 3, [frect of dropl~t ma~~ flux on fsolated
elemenl de-entrainment efflciencle>.



At the lowest mass flux rates in Fig. 3, the
water is distributed over the forward halt of the
cylinder in a discontinuous manner, At these flow
rates the water collects in small pools on the sur-
face then drains through rivulets to the floor of
the wind tunnel. As the droplet flow rate to the
surface increases, these rivulets and pools grad-
ually expand until a thin continuous film forms.

Mondy(5) has reported rm?asurements indicating
that droplets are more easily bounced or splattered
from a thin water film than from a dry stainless
steel plate regardless of the angle of impact. This
tends to explain the high efficiencies at low drop-
let flux rates since a substantial portion of the
surface does not have a water film. The apparent
maxima or plateau through which th data pass at d

5’mass flu~, of aboJt 0.5 to 1.0 kg/m s IS rather
difficult to explain with6ut further study,
However, as the flux of drop?ets to the element
surface increases, the rivulets and pools tend to
attach and form d continuous film. This film is
thinner than the original rivulets or pools and has
less mass available at a aiven location for splat-
tering. However, as the tilm thickens at higher
flux rates, the efficiency ag~in plunnx?ts where it
appears that the efficiency (and the splashing phe-
nomena) reaches a “deep film” asynptote. Mucl) of
this explanation remains specululative due to the
difficulty in measuring discontinuous films and due
to the visual and qualitative nature of this
expl~nat~on. These phencmena will be explored in
future studies planned as part of this continuing
investigation,

In addition to the exLensive isolated-element
s ldies at 7 and 14 m/s, a limited number of de-
entrainrrent measurements for
40 m/ s are presented in Fig
isolated cylinder, At these
the de-entrainment efficienc;
linearly with increasing cyl
defined as

@au;llWe._,
0

air velocities up to
4 for the 101.6-mm

higher flow velocities,
decreases almost

rider Ueber number,

(1)

where the subscript a refers to the properties of
ambient air, O IS the cyllnder diameter, and e IS
the surface tension. :t Is speculated that this
decrease In de-entrainment is due to the re-
entrairmnt of the draining liquid film and
increas~rl swee~ out of splashed drops by the air
flow,

The liner relationship bet~i?n the isolate<
d~-rlltralnment efficiency and the cyllnder Weher
number Is bared on dlrnenslonal reasoning c._mct?rnlng
the entralnm~nt of a liquid film by an ai flow. In
the opinion of the authors, thr use of the cyltnder
diameter, D, as the Ienqth p~ramcter in thr U!+ber
numb.er probably overpredlcts the @ffect of cylind~r
diameter. A better phrameter would be the aver~qe
draining film thlckn~ss, As only a few nwdsurmrfl~t$
of thr film thlckne$t arp avallablt=, It was flOt

poss~hle to Incorporate this parameter in rig. 4.

Arra fb-entralmnent
‘“-~uT[l”~flrtid{r~raY rt~-entra,nrrrnt measurements
wert, mad~) using thF array conflqurat ion shnwn in
Fig, 7 cnd thr Pltoi r{ko sy>twn do$crlhed ahovp,

025

1

0
0.20

F-o. 15

0,10

{
OUd*ll m/s

0 Ud W 14m/s

1
Fig. 4. De-entrainment efficiency of a 101.6 mm-

diam cylinder as a function of cyllndcr
Weber Number (for d;oplet mass flux rates
> 2 kg/ins),

The mass rate of droplet flow was masured at the
leading edge of a row and approximately 25 mn behind
the row with Identical flow conditions. The differ-
ence of these two measu~ements Is the amount of the
d“oplet field de-entrained by the row; and the array
de-entrainioent efficiency n NA (where N is the
number of rows in the array) is the ratio of this
difference to the measured ma;s flow rate of ~rops
at the leading edge.

The approaching droplet field mass profile was
initially peaked at the ax!s of the tunnel; however,
after several rows the profile changed to one with
an almost flat profile with only a slight increase
f-em the top to the bottom of the test area (see
F’g, 5). The average droplet mass flux for the
array mess rements varied from about 6,5 kg/m{ s

Yto 11 kg/m s, correspondi,l] to the upper range of
the isolated internals measurem~nts.

Mtiasurements of the de-entrainment efficiency of
thp array shown in Fig, 2 ~re Jresented In Figs, 6
and 7 for superflciJl air velo~ltles of 7 a~ld 14
m/s, respectively, The array u>ed had a pachlng
density (volume fraction of cylinders) of about
0.3’3, w!th individual rows having an average pltch-
to-rliarm’ter ratio of 0.5.

It is Interesting to not~ that after just threr
rows of tubes, bet~een 75 and flb per cent of 11P !II-
comlng droplpt mass has been dt=-entrained, Addl-
tiontlly, ov~r th~ ranqp of fltw conditions in thlj
slIJdy, thpre !s a differel,~- of aho~lt 6 per c~n[
betwc~n the ? and J4 m/s measure,,, ts after thr
f~rst row, Thpse differcnc~< are due to th~ facl
that thp internal elem!,nts of thp array are in fIIl
air flow field with a kieber numhpr dpprohimfit~ly
twicp th#t of th~ superficial WCIJC! nunllwr (2!I()and
10.1o1 rpsp~ctlvc~y),

A!} ra~mlna!lon of l!:. 4 indlcatr< Ih,lt thrl’r IR
applox~mclely a 4-pev (rrtl diffr!ollco tn the f~[:lfi!t,d
rl(~n}pllt~ffl~ fI-IILv OVI,I fIlf,,1,811{11,tlf WI~l)l,I’IIIIuIllI,r



For a regular array,
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Fig, 5. Droplet mass distribution masured at
leading edge of array.

(25J to 1030). In a later .iection it will be shown
that this is slifficient to explatn the differences
in the ~rray de-entrainment efficiencies.

PRIOICTION OF ARRAY DE-ENTRAINMENT [FFICICNCY

As a gas-droplet flow passes through an array cf
elements, the flow ‘,trewu tends to frrm je~s or
local concentrations of th~ droplets that exit each
row thrmjgh the gaps between the element$,lhese
“jets” tend to he diffused by local fluid rrntion$ JS

they move toward the next row of elements. Thus,
● the droplet mass flow rate impinging on tht= sub-

sequent row is subject to the locdl flow conditions,
the distance to the next row, and the geometric
position of the elements of the neat row,

If an Initially homogeneous air-droplet mixture
IS flowing through a section of dn lnfinit~ array of
elements with d projected iirea to the flow of AT,
a total projected area of the gaps b~twl~erlelements
for row N of AGN, and FN the fraction of the
dir-droplet jet formed In the N-lLII row dfld
intercepted by the elements of the Nth row, then
an equation for a multlrow array can be derived
having the follnwing form

‘NA [
_l.l -(AT-

11
‘1 -(AT - ‘G;) F/nz ,..‘G]) nl .-. _

‘-TT— r 1
GI

‘T - ‘GN ,

‘“T
(3)

where B is the diameter-to-pitch ratio of the
array, and n N is the de-entrainment efficien-
cy of the elements in the Nth row. In addition,
the arra~ in Fi g, 2 is staggered with each ~apof
the N-lt row filled by an element of the N h
row, thus FN= 1.

For a regular ar~ay similar to Fig. ?, Eq. (2)
reduces to

‘NA
.l.. (l-snl) (l- n2) ...

1%

(1- B
z

nN) , (4)

< 1. For cases where B > 1,
‘here T% x
the ratio should be set to 1.0. In addition, the
diameter-to-pitch ratio for the array of Fig. 2 is
very close to 0.5 for the interior rows and 0.55
for the first row; hence, Eq. (4) becomes

‘NA
.1- (1- 0.55n, ) (1- n2) ... (1-n ) .(5)

N
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r,;, 6, Array dc-cnt!~lnmcll! pfflc![~ll(y for’
arl *.YIIof 101 .6-nvI1-dl,I1llcylindor$
with averayr air vrlocity at 7 m/s,
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Fig, 7. Array de-en trainrrent efficiency for
arrays of 101.6 -mm- diam cylinders
with average air velocity at 14 m/s.

It has previously been noticed(9,10) in the
filtration of aerosols by impaction that there is
cofisiderable disagreement between the efficiencies
of isolated filter fibers and the efficiency of a
fib~r in a filter, This phenomena has been called
the “inte-?erence effect,” An empirical corre-
lation. La~ed on filtration measurements, of the
efficiency of an elerm?nt from a row In terms of the
diameter-to-pitch ratfo, S, and the isolated cle-
ment de-entrainment efficiency has been pr~posed by
Chen(9) and has the form

= (I+4,5B2) n, ,
‘N

(6)

~here nN is the de-entralnrent efficiency of a row
element and nI IS the isolated ~le~nt de_

entrainment efficiency (Chen’s measurements included
arrays with o ~ 0,3?). IJpplicatlon of Eq, (6) to
the case of large drops impacting on 101.6-rrITIcy,-

inders is dlfflcult to justify; however, it rnlght be
expected that there WOUICI be strong similarities
betwten the filtration of 10-mn aelosol droplets on
l-rrrnflhers and the de-entralnm~nt of 100(J-Pm drops
on lCK1-mr cylinders. Until additional de-entrain.
ment information is available on varied array
conftgu~atlol,s, it is suqge$ted that [q, (b) sPrvc
as the best available correlation of the “inter-
ference effect,”

MODEL COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Single Row Array
Observation of the single-ro~ array or of the

first row Jf a multirow array has indicated that
essentially all of the droplet-cylinder interaction
occurs on the upstream 18@ cf an element surface.
Thus, it may be expect~d, intuitively, that the flow
conditions directly upstream (i.e., the superficial
flow conditions) would dominate any lateral or
downstream effects. This implies that each element
of the first row (or single row) acts essentially as
an isolated eiement in cross flow without
int~rference effects.

The isolated elerncnt de-entrainment efficiency
for the 7 and 14 m/s air velocity cases can be
determined from fig. 4 using the approximated 51Jper-
ficial Ueber numherc, 54 and 250, respectively.
Usirlg tba values obtained for ~1 in Eq. (5),
[Eq. (~~ is not used because there is little
“int~rfcrence” in the first row], an excellent
prediction of the single-row array measurements
resdlts. This can be observed in Figs. 6 and 7.

Thus, the elements of a single row or of a firzt
row of a multirow array can be treated as isolated
elements Xith the upstream superficial flow condi-
tions dominating the de-entrainment process, This
is not the case for the latter elements of a ,nulti-
row array ant, as will be seen irlthe next section,
tt,e use of Eq. (6) to determine the interference
effect is necessary.

“_ation of Eq. (6) requires a value for
the isolated-element efficiency, ~1, at the locdl
flow renditions s~rrounding the array element. This
can be obtained by estimating the local cylinder
Ueber number and referring to Fig. 4.

The first row of the array has been shcwn tc,be
well described by Eq. (5) using the ~ predicted
from the upstream flow conditions. Interior rows
are in a considerably higher air velocity field, ~n
fact , the array of Fig. 2 has a local air veloclty
about twice the superficial velocity.

Using values of the Weber number for the 7 m/s
and 14 m/s superficial velocity cases, (250, 1030),
~ can be interpolated using Fig, 4. Using these
values In Eq. (6) and subsequently in Eq. (5) the
results are shown as the solid lines in Figs. 6
and 7.

The predictive line of Eq. (5) in Fig. 7 gives
an excellent representation of the array de-entrain-
ment measurement for the 14 m/s $uperflc ial veloclty
case. On the other hand, the prediction of Eq. (5)
for the 7 m/s case in Fig. 6 does a good job of

representing the one- and two-row arrdys, but for
the larger flrrays appears to systematically
unde,’predict the measurements by about 4 pet cent.
This discrepancy for large arrays is probably due to
the gravitational settling of the drops at low cross
flow velocities.

Simple scoping calculations using a drag 011 a
sphere mcdel (- 1,0 twn diam, 7 m/s superficial
veloclty) have Indicated that for an array s!milar
to thdt of Ftg, 2 the ds-entrdlnment due to gra i..
tational $ettl!ng could be as high as 2 per cenl per
row afie. thi fir$t row. How~ver, In the casp of
steam droplet flows \n a pres~!lr}ze(l water reactor
upper plenum durinq r~flood, thr flow will h~vr a
vertical velocity component as WPII a~ a IIoriznntal
component. FOI- lhi~ c,lqr it WOLIIII ~pppdr th,ll
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gravitational settling would be reduced consider~bly
except at the lowest velocities and the<e probably
wculd not generate dispersed flows.

Altti~ugh good predictions have resulted from the
application of Eq. (5) and (6) al ng with Fig. 4,
caution should be exercised in the general applica-
tion of these equations to conditions or array
gecxnetries greatly differing from those of this
study. In addition, ~t this time there is insuffi-
cier,t information available to truly test, Eq. (6) or
develop an alternative; hence, results in sparse or
very den~e arrays may not be well represented by
this correlation.

SUMMARY

The isolated element ae-entrainrrent efficiencies
for a;r velocities r,f 7 and 14 m/s are shown to be
strongly dependent upon droplet mass flux rdte below
2 kglm2 s. Above this value the d~-entrainmnt
efficiency is onstant up to the limit of this

5study, 15 kg/m S.

A limited number of isolated de-entrainment
efficiency measurements are repo~ted for a 101.6-mm
cylindrical element at air velocities Up to 40 m/s
(He ■ 2000). These measurements indicate an almost
linear decrease in de-entrainmnt efficiency with
increasing air velocity, from 20 per cen~ at 7 m/s
air velocity to 10 per cent at 40 m/s. In addition,
there is a slight decrease in efficiency with
increasing droplet velocity.

Oe-entrainment measurements of the array of
101.5-rmn-diam cylindrical elements, used in this
study, have shown a high efflcipncy for droplet
rermtial. The first three rows of this array removed
more than 75 per cent of the incoming droplet maSs,
at superficial air veloct.ies up to 14 m/s.

Preliminary predictive relations h~ve been
developed, using geometric considerations and a cor-
relati~n for the “interference effect,” which show
that the nmltielement arr~y de-entrainmnt
measurements of this study are reason~bly predicted
in terms of the isolated element de-entrainment
measurements.

Studies are under way t~ determine the
efficiency of this array dL significantly higher
superficial air velocities and droplet mass flow
rates. In addltlon, similz: measurem~nts are
planned for different array configurations and
c+lemeut diameters, These measurements will aid in
the fundamental goal of developing of generalized
predictive relations for array de-entrainment
efficiency.

—— .—
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